c-jun inhibited the alternative splicing of neuron-specific amyloid precursor protein, but stimulated the non-neuron type one in P19 EC cells.
Three alternative splicing products of amyloid precursor protein (APP), APP770, 751 and 695, were detected in mouse embryonal carcinoma (EC) P19 cells by reverse transcriptase RNA polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Alternative splicing of APP pre-mRNA in P19EC cells was remarkably changed by c-jun transformation. The relative ratio of APP770 encoding exons 7 and 8, non-neuron type, was increased by c-jun transformation, while that of APP 695 not encoding exons 7 and 8, neuron-specific one, was decreased. These results suggested that skipping of exons 7 and 8 was specifically blocked in c-jun transformed cells. APP 695, which increases in P19 EC cells under the culture conditions that induce the neuronal differentiation, did not increase in C2C5 cells under the same conditions, suggesting that c-jun transformed cells were not in the neuronal cell lineage and lost the ability to differentiate into neurons.